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A Maze Ing Kids - Kids maze game for your kids to play
Published on 07/14/12
Oryzano Game Mobile introduces A Maze Ing Kids 1.1 for iOS, its new maze game made for
kids that challenges them to find their way to the finish point. Designed for children 2
thru 6 years old, A Maze Ing Kids helps your kids concentrate, forcing their brain to
think, remembering, problem solving, figuring out the way to the finish point. The game
helps your kids to gain knowledge on how to find, analyze, and remembering directions and
paths, learning "how to get there". Learning it by playing.
Bandung, Indonesia - Oryzano Game Mobile is proud to introduce A Maze Ing Kids 1.1 for
iOS. A Maze Ing Kids is a maze game made for kids (around 2 - 6 years old) that challenges
them to find their way to the finish point. This game helps your kids concentrate, forcing
their brain to think, remembering, problem solving, figuring out the way to the finish
point. We made the mazes "not to hard" for them, some are quite easy, letting them to
easily feel successful after a "hard work" on finding the finish point. Helps your kids to
gain knowledge on how to find, analyze, and remembering directions and paths, learning
"how to get there". Learning it by playing.
The screen where your kids will control on the gameplay only gives them a part of view of
the whole maze, this gives their brain a challenge on remembering the path that they need
to figure out with the only help of a maze map that only tells where the starting and the
finish point is, but the position they are at and the directions they need to go is their
job on remembering it an figuring it out.
This game has nothing to rush on, they can take their time, there is no time limit in the
game. It's about finding the way to the finish point, with super smooth high resolution
and cute graphic art, looks amazing with the Retina Display.
Features:
* 16 super small size mazes
* 4 medium small size mazes
* Those mazes are divided in 4 Stages (groups)
* More mazes and stages will be added on updates
If you want the REAL DEAL of a maze labyrinth game for YOU to play, large size and even
super size mazes that really challenges your brain to think, then go check "A Maze Ing
Labyrinth", available on the App Store.
Visit our website for more information about A Maze Ing Kids and other games we have made.
Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.0 or later
* 25.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
A Maze Ing Kids 1.1 is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Kids and Educational Games
category.
A Maze Ing Kids 1.1:
http://oryzanogamemobile.yolasite.com
Purchase and Download:
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http://itunes.apple.com/app/a-maze-ing-kids/id538280742
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Located in Bandung, Indonesia, Oryzano Game Mobile, founded by Nikky Oryzano, specializes
in developing and publishing quality games. Copyright (C) 2012 Oryzano Game Mobile. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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